Augsburg

Perlachturm

Augsburg
Roman emperors and Holy
Roman emperors left their mark
on Augsburg and Italy was ever a
powerful influence. Other names
of stature are part of this 2000-year
story – Fugger, Luther, Holbein,
Mozart, Diesel, Messerschmitt
and Brecht.

The city was founded at the order of Augustus
in 15BCE and named Augusta Vindelicorum
for the emperor. Later Claudius built his
military road Via Claudia Augusta through it
to the north. Later the city became the Raetian
provincial capital. But attacks by the Huns
and others in subsequent centuries mean there
are few visible Roman remains apart from
the archaeology. The Magyars were defeated
at Lechfeld near Augsburg in 955 by Otto I –
later to be the first German emperor – at the
head of a German army.
Augsburg became a free imperial city under
the Holy Roman emperor in the 13th century
and its location was handy to trade routes
over the Alps and across Europe. Occasional
imperial diets were held in the city. Textiles
and cloth were vital to the city’s growing
prosperity late in the Middle Ages and formed
the basis of the wealth of the Fugger family.
Much of the family trade was with Italy and
Jakob Fugger (the younger, after his father,
later ‘the Rich’) learned banking in Venice
when young, bringing perspectives on Italian
business practice to Germany. He also brought
the Italian Renaissance in the shape of a family
chapel – the oldest Renaissance building in
Germany – in the St-Anna-Kirche where
Jakob and his brothers lie.
Through securities received on a loan the
family firm branched into mining and soon
became bankers to the Habsburg emperors.
Jakob Fugger’s relationship with Maximilian
I, who spent much time in Augsburg, was
also personal and political. Notwithstanding
his noted work ethic, Jakob created a model
of social welfare that endures today – the
Fuggerei, a retirement home in several respects
ahead of its time.
The Fuggers’ banking rivals the Welsers
were almost as important in business terms
but have left fewer marks on today’s city,
although they briefly and spectacularly
acquired Venezuela as security on an imperial
loan. Augsburg, with its traditions of craft
guilds and thriving commerce, became
with Nuremberg an archetype of an affluent
independent city. The Merkurbrunnen on
Maximilianstraße, copied from a Florentine
monument, celebrates merchant prominence.
Both Hans Holbeins lived in a house on
Vorderer Lech near the Vogeltor. Holbein the
younger became portrait painter to the mighty
of Europe, including Henry VIII of England.
Holbein works are in the Dom St Maria and
the Staatsgalerie Altdeutsche Meister.
From Renaissance times there were two
Augsburgs – one represented by a commercial
class of means and political influence, attested
by today’s broad Maximilianstraße and its
palaces and town houses. The other was a
class of craftsmen and guildsmen, preserved
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Augsburg’s signature is the onion dome. The
Perlachturm and Rathaus dominate Rathausplatz.

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Rathausplatz (tel 0821-502070, Apr-mid Oct M-F 9-18, Sa 10-17,
Su 10-15, mid Oct-Mar M-F 9-17, Sa 10-17, Su 10-15).
Accommodation service: Regio Augsburg Tourismus, Schießgrabenstraße 14
(tel 0821-5020731, email hotelservice@regio-augsburg.de, M-F 9-17).
Money: Kreissparkasse Augsburg, Martin-Luther-Platz 5 (M-F 9-18, Sa 11-16); Deutsche
Bank, Köninigsplatz (M & Th 9.30-18, Tu-W & F 9.30-16).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof, platform 1 or south end (€4/2 per day).
Transit information: Augsburger Verkehr und Tarifverbund, Bohus Center, Halderstraße 29
(M-Tu 7-18, W 8.30-18, Th 8.30-19, F 8.30-14).
Post: Halderstraße 29 (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 9-13).
Internet: Tourist information, Rathausplatz.
Laundry: Waschomat, Wolfgangstraße 1 (M 6-24, Tu-Th 6-23, F-Sa 6-24); SB-Waschsalon,
Meraner Straße 10 (M-Sa 6-24).
Police: tel 110; Blücherstraße 11 (tel 0821-3232310); Augsburger Straße 38
(tel 0821-3232610).
Pharmacy: Anna Apotheke, Färbergäßchen 5 (M-F 9-19, Sa 9-16); Apotheke am
Herkulesbrunnen, Maximilianstraße 65 (M-F 8.30-18.30, Sa 9-13); Markus Apotheke,
Hermanstraße 1 (M-F 8.30-18.30, Sa 9-13).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Klinikum Augsburg, Stenglinstraße 2 (tel 0821-4002475).
in the curling, narrow street lines around the
city’s narrow canals. The contrast remains
evident today.
Augsburg was at the centre of key events
of the Reformation. In 1518 Martin Luther
defended his 95 theses for the first time before
a senior cardinal, defying the pope. Luther
afterwards escaped the city, it is said from the
tiny Galluskirchlein (now Orthodox) by the
north-east city wall.
At the Augsburg diet of 1530 the socalled Augsburg Confession, co-authored
by Luther, was put before the Holy Roman
emperor Charles V by Protestant princes as
a statement of Lutheran belief. And in 1555
acknowledgement by the emperor of Lutheran
freedoms in the empire was given effect

through the Peace of Augsburg.
This did not end interfaith conflict. The
Thirty Years War broke out in 1618 and the
Swedish king Gustav II Adolf took up the
Protestant sword in Germany. In 1632 the king
occupied the town but later that year was killed
leading the charge – literally and figuratively
– for Protestantism. The Catholic forces
returned in 1634 to besiege the city and up to
80% of the population starved or succumbed
to disease. Augsburg alone observes a public
holiday (August 8) for the 1648 Peace of
Westphalia, which ended the war. By this time
the Fugger bank had collapsed under pressure
of defaults by the Spanish crown.
Leopold Mozart, father of Wolfgang
Amadeus, lived in Augsburg among many
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The now Baroque and Lutheran St-Anna-Kirche
(Tu-Sa 10-12.30, 15-18, Su 10-12.30, 15-17, enter
from Annastraße) is where the great Jakob Fugger
and his brothers are buried, but more than 2000 other
people are interred there. Luther stayed there during
the heresy hearings of 1518. Its beginnings are in the
13th century monastery but the Fuggerkapelle (1512),
in the western part, mark the start of Germany’s
Renaissance. The Fugger graves’ relief drawings are
by Albrecht Dürer. The delicate chancel angel is best
seen from the gallery. The Lutherstiege
exhibits (Tu-Su 10-12, 15-17) show Luther’s
reforming struggle and there is a portrait among
works by Lucas Cranach. Restoration is continuing.
Elias Holl’s imposing 1618 Rathaus (daily 10-18,
adults/children €2.50/1), is the centrepiece of the city.
Facing the Rathausplatz, it is the backdrop of the
Christmas markets and Augsburg’s pine cone symbol
(borrowed from Rome with its particular associations
in the 1st century) is perched on the gable. Its highlight
is the restored splendour of Matthias Kager’s Goldener
Saal, inspired by the Venetian doge’s palace and
dedicated to wisdom, depicting emperors Roman and
Christian with gold and frescoes. On the ground floor is
a room of representative Augsburg objects and
replica exhibits from the city’s two millennia that can
be handled.
The 70-metre tower of the Perlachturm next to
the Rathaus was repeatedly extended (last in 1616)
and now has 250 steps. Its bell sounds four times
daily including 11am and noon, sometimes with
the strains of Mozart. Probably originally a watch
tower, it is now attached to a church dedicated to
St Peter. The mechanical figures appear only on
St Michael’s Day (September 29).

Augustusbrunnen
(1594), sculpted by
Hubert Gerhard and
set on Rathausplatz,
symbolically puts
Rome’s mightiest
emperor as
Augsburg’s founder
in command of
figures representing
the city’s rivers,
the Lech, Wertach,
Brunnenbach and
Singold.
The Franciscan nunnery Kloster
Maria Stern (closed to the public)
behind the Rathaus in Sterngasse is the
least striking of the central city
buildings. But when the present
church was built by Johannes Holl in
the 1570s it acquired the first of the
onion-domed towers that are now the
city’s signature. The building is now
Baroque in appearance. The order was
founded as early as the 1250s and after
Napoleon’s secularisation was
refounded in 1828 under the patronage
of the Bavarian king Ludwig I.
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members of the extended family. Two other
Mozart residences (one in the Fuggerei)
are marked in the city, as well as one house
where the great composer (who was born in
Salzburg) once stayed. Leopold, himself a
composer, violinist and teacher, lived in the
Frauentorstraße house that is now a museum
(see Museums & Galleries).
The last emperor to leave his mark on
Augsburg was Napoleon, who entered through
the Wertachbrucker Tor in 1805.
Rudolf Diesel’s first engine is displayed
in Augsburg at the MAN Museum, set up by
the machinery firm whose Augsburg roots go
back to 1840. Diesel studied in the town, home
of his parents, and in 1897 completed his
prototype with the support of the industrialist
Heinrich von Buz. A 1928 model is in the
town, at the Rudolf-Diesel-Gymnasium. Also
part of the industrial tradition is the aircraft
manufacturer Messerschmitt AG, formerly
Bayerische Flugzeugwerke, which in part
owed its foundation to MAN.
The poet, dramatist and director Bertolt
Brecht, author of the plays known in English
as Mother Courage, The Threepenny Opera
and The Caucasian Chalk Circle, was born
in Augsburg and lived in three different city
houses during his youth. His birthplace at
Auf dem Rain 7 is now a museum and several
locales are associated with his early years.
Brecht’s legacy dominates the bookstore at
Obstmarkt 11 and there is a research centre at
the city library at Schaezlerstraße 25.
The other Augsburg native to leave his
mark on the city was Elias Holl (born 1573),
the architect responsible for the Rathaus, one
extension of the Perlachturm, the Zeughaus
(armoury, on Zeugplatz), the Heilig-GeistSpital, Rotes Tor and other Augsburg
buildings.
Altstadt
The centre of the city is marked by the
Perlachturm at Rathausplatz. A stroll
south along Maximilianstraße is marked
by the fountains and onion domes and a
catalogue of historical architecture. After
St Ulrich and Afra basilica, Milchberg and
Spitalgasse lead to the Rotes Tor precinct at
the south of the old defences, where aqueous
engineering began with the old pump works
at Brunnenmeisterhaus and its water towers.
The canals of the river Lech, which were
probably first exploited by the Romans, aided
the development of industries in the medieval
city. The canals can be followed back past
the Heilig-Geist-Spital along Spitalgasse,
Bäckergasse, Am Schwall to Oberer Graben
and the distinctive Vogeltor, with its connected
parts of the old walls.
Continue north as far as Barfüßer
Straße and pick up the canals again near the
Brechthaus at Auf dem Rain. Up the hill
along Leonhardsberg is Hoher Weg, running
north toward the Dom St Maria. Further up
Frauentorstraße past the Mozarthaus turn right
at Pfärrle, then onto Lueginslandgäßchen
to reach the bastion at the north point of the
old walls, the old lookout point. Back at the
east end of Pfärrle is the Gallusbergle section
where Luther escaped in 1518. The walls can
be followed back along Schwedenweg back
toward the city centre.
Information
The tourist information office at Rathausplatz

is online at www.augsburg-tourismus.de.
PDF or MP3 versions of information can be
downloaded from the ‘free audio guide’ link at
the website. More variety is on the visitor guide
at www.augsburg.de. The best print guide in
English to all the sights is the Augsburg City
Guide by Martha Schad (€6.90), available
on line at www.wissner.com. A free session
of 15 minutes on the public internet terminal
at the tourist office will probably offer faster
downloads than the open public WLAN at
Rathausplatz.
For book browsing Hugendubel (M-Sa
9-20) is in the City-Galerie complex at WillyBrandt-Platz.

The 16th century Fuggerhäuser at
Maximilianstraße 36, reconstructed
and restored after bombing damage,
are connected buildings forming the
city palace and banking headquarters
of the Fugger family, centre of what
became a global business concern.
The Adlertor with its eagle motif was
the main gate and inside the complex
are arcaded Renaissance courtyards.
It was here that Luther was
interrogated by a papal legate in 1518
and Titian painted while in attendance
to the emperor Charles V.
Behind the magnificent Rococo facade of
the Schaezlerpalais (1770) are fittingly
the art of the Deutsche Barockgalerie und
Staatsgalerie (see Museums &
Galleries). The opulent ballroom inside
was visited by a young Marie Antoinette
and, like most of the building, is close to
its original decoration. Outside in
Maximilianstraße Adriaen de Vries’
fountain Herkulesbrunnen, cast in 1602,
depicts man’s victory over the elements
– especially water – in the shape of
Hercules slaying the Hydra.
The powerful city gate Vogeltor (1445) is believed to
be the second gate built at the site and a contemporary
line of ramparts runs along Forsterstraße to Oberer
Graben, a lane of which the gate arch now spans. An
eastern section of defences with moat extended around
toward Jakoberstraße. In February 1944, just short of
500 years old, the structure was badly damaged by
bombing but during restoration a stone showing a bird
(Vogel) surrounded by flames was added in
commemoration. Near the gate is an operating water
wheel, another vital part of the narrow canal ways that
were essential to the living, working city.

The Catholic basilica St Ulrich und Afra (M-Su 7-12,
14-18) at Ulrichsplatz is where the saints are buried.
Afra, a martyr of the late Roman period, now lies in
the crypt and Ulrich, a 10th century bishop of
Augsburg, rests in a burial chapel. The church started
with a Benedictine abbey foundation in the 11th century
but the basis of the present building is 15th-16th century.
The builders were Valentin Kindlin and Burkhard
Engelberg. The smaller Lutheran Ulrichskirche
(May-Sep M-Th 10.30-16.30, F-Sa 10.30-12.30, Su
12.30-5.30) stands in front. Also a Benedictine church, it
was taken over by an Evangelical congregation in 1526
and its Baroque tower and onion dome were added in
the 18th century.
Elias Holl’s brick tower at Rotes Tor marks the southern
bastion of the old town defences, which Holl reinforced early
in the Thirty Years War. It is surrounded by garden areas and
city canals, where the Brunnenmeisterhaus was the site of a
water works. The enclosed area opens on a restricted basis
				
but the open-air 		
				stage (Freilichtbühne)
				uses its backdrop and
				
the Heilig-Geist				
Spital housing the 		
				puppet museum is
				
adjacent. Take tram 2
				or 13 from
				Moritzplatz.

Transport
Train services of all types run to and from
Munich constantly, most taking 40-45 minutes.
In the other direction run trains to Ulm (4550 minutes) and Stuttgart (average one hour
45 minutes). Direct regional trains to Füssen
(one hour 50 minutes) run about 10 times
daily. Deutsche Bahn has a Reisezentrum
(M-F 6-20.30, Sa 7-20.30, Su 8-20.30) service
area in the main Hauptbahnhof building and
Bayerische Regiobahn has another (M-F
8-12.30, 13.30-17) on platform 1 for regional
trains (including services to Schongau and
Ingolstadt).
The Eurolines-Deutsche Touring Romantische Straße bus service leaves the
Hauptbahnhof and Rathaus (mid Apr-mid
Oct M-Su) for Munich and Füssen (16.15 and
16.50) or Rothenburg, Würzburg and Frankfurt
(12.25 and 12.20). As a long-distance bus
station Berlin Linien Bus, FlixBus and
MeinFernbus use the Park+ride Nord station
at Biberbachstraße off Donauwörther Straße in
Oberhausen-Nord (take tram 64).
Local and regional buses use the stops
outside the Hauptbahnhof at Bahnhofsplatz,
where taxis queue to the left of the city exit (to
order tel 0821-35025).
City transit: During redevelopment of parts
of the city centre the three tram routes that
interconnect around the hubs of Königsplatz,
Moritzplatz and Rotes Tor were going through
periods of replacement traffic in 2013 and
2014. The Königsplatz stops are particularly
affected during redevelopment of its tram hub.
Up-to-date information will be available from
the AVV customer centre on Halderstraße (see
below). The multiple bus routes include stops
in front of the Hauptbahnhof, from where bus
1 runs direct to Moritzplatz and bus 3 to Rotes
Tor.
Two fare zones are overlaid on the city and
immediate surroundings. Regional buses and
trains reach out into five fare zones beyond
this. Adult tickets (age 15 and over) are €1.30
and €2.50 for single journeys in the inner
zones, children (6-14) €0.80 and €1.70. A
strip of nine tickets costs €9.70/6.30 – use one
ticket per zone per journey. A day adult ticket
for the inner zones is €5.80, families (after
9.00 weekdays) €7.40. A one-week ticket per
person is €10.70/17.40 for the two inner zones.
The night bus lines operate on a different fare
scale.
For city transit matters there is an AVV
customer centre at Halderstraße 29 next to
the post office (closed from 14.00 Friday).
Weekend phone information (Sa 7-15, Su 1018, tel 0821-157000) is available.
The city authority Stadtwerke Augsburg
is a sponsor of the e-bike rental system
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MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
Entry prices at the combined art museums of Augsburg (including the Maximilianmuseum,
Schaezlerpalais, Glaspalast and Mozarthaus) are reduced to €1 on the first Sunday of
every month. Otherwise adult entry tickets to one museum can be presented at another
within two days for a 50% discount. Children under 10 enter free at these museums.
The Maximilianmuseum at Philippine-Welser-Straße 24 (Tu-Su 10-17, €7/5.50, families
€14) is highlighted by the sculptures in the central courtyard Viermetzhof. Art, craft and
history are the themes of the exhibits, including models of Augsburg buildings, sculpture,
goldsmithing and the making of precision instruments.
In the Schaezlerpalais (€7/5.50) at Maximilianstraße 46 is the Deutsche Barockgalerie
(Tu 10-20, W-Su 10-17), representing Baroque painting including works by Van Dyck
and Augsburg masters. In the same complex, housed in the St Katharina nunnery, is the
Staatsgalerie Altdeutsche Meister (Tu-Su 10-17), devoted to 15th and 16th century art
including works by Augsburg painters Hans Holbein the elder and Hans Burgkmair and
a Dürer portrait of Jakob Fugger. Parts of the Graphische Sammlung are also included
under this roof.
The Glaspalast (1910) at Amagasaki-Allee houses modern and experimental contemporary
art in the H2 Zentrum für Gegenwartskunst and Staatsgalerie Moderne Kunst (Tu-Su
10-17, €7/5.50) and the Walter Kunstmuseum und Noahgalerie (Tu-F 10-17, Sa-Su
11-18, joint ticket €9). Take bus 33 from Rotes Tor or Jakobertor. Contemporary art hosted
by the Augsburger Kunstverein is in the Holbein Haus at Vorderer Lech 20.
From spring 2015, during the extended closure of the Römisches Museum, parts of
its collection including Roman archaeology and sculpture and its copy of the 8m long
Peutinger Map of the ancient world, will be exhibited at Toskanische Säulenhalle of the
Zeughaus at Zeugplatz 4.
The much-anticipated Fugger-Welser Erlebnismuseum, recreating the lucrative
trading world of Augsburg’s powerful families, was to open in the restored Renaissance
Wieselhouse at Äußeren Pfaffengässchen 23 in autumn 2014.
The Mozarthaus (Tu-Su 10-17, €3.50/2, families €7) museum at Frauentorstraße 30
tells the Mozart family story in the home of the great composer’s father Leopold, himself
a composer and teacher. Wolfgang Amadeus was born in Salzburg, where Leopold later
worked as a court violinist. The exhibits include instruments and sheet music. Take tram 2
from Moritzplatz.
Entry to the Neue Galerie and parts of the Graphische Sammlung at the Höhmannhaus
(Tu-Su 10-17), Maximilianstraße 48, is free.
The Bert-Brecht-Gedänkstätte at the Brechthaus (Tu-Su 10-17, €2.50/2), Auf dem Rain 7,
has two floors of exhibits about Bertolt Brecht’s early life.
The Diözesanmuseum St Afra (Tu-Sa 10-17, Su 12-18, €4/3, families €8, special
exhibitions extra) at Kornhausgasse 3 in the north-east cloister of the Dom St Maria
includes religious art going back to the 6th century and an 11th century bronze cathedral
door. It is closed on certain religious holidays including the Easter and Christmas periods
and Whitsun.
The Fuggereimuseum and Fuggereibunker (Apr-Sep M-Su 8-20, Oct-Mar M-Su 9-18,
€4/2, families €8) at Mittlere Gasse 14 is the museum of Jakob Fugger’s social housing
endowment, almost 500 years old. The bunker was a refuge from World War II bombing
that heavily damaged the complex, now rebuilt and extended. Take tram 13 from
Moritzplatz.
The Jüdisches Kulturmuseum Augsburg-Schwaben (Tu-Th 9-18, F 9-16, Su 10-17,
€4/2, families €8) is at the synagogue at Halderstraße 8 and covers all Jewish culture from
the region since the Middle Ages. It also shows the synagogue view from the women’s
gallery. The museum is closed Passover, Easter and Christmas, open to 20.00 first
Wednesday of the month.
The MAN Museum (M-F 9-16, entry free) at Heinrich-von-Buz-Straße 28 exhibits
factory and mechanical engineering history, including the first diesel motor, and printing
technology. But visitors should contact the museum (tel 0821-3223366) in advance. Take
tram 13 to Barfüßerbrücke and change for bus 35 (or bus 35 from Rotes Tor).
Augsburger Puppenkiste (Tu-Su 10-19, €4.50/2.90) in the Heilig-Geist-Spital building at
Spitalgasse 15 tells, in the shape of its characters and sets, the story of the Oehmichen
marionette theatre, which produced shows and television programs over generations. Take
tram 2 from Moritzplatz to Rotes Tor.
The Naturmuseum (Tu-Su 10-17, €3.50/2, families €7, children under 10 free) in the
Augusta Arcaden in Ludwigstraße shows the remarkable shape of Augsburg’s animal
prehistory. A planetarium is attached.
The Schwäbisches Handwerkermuseum (M-Tu 9-12, 13-17, W-F 13-17, Su 10-17, entry
free), including the restored Brunnenmeisterhaus, Beim Rabenbad 6, pulls together many
threads of diverse trades and crafts in fully tooled diorama exhibits and the history of the
guilds. Take tram 2 or 13 from Moritzplatz and enter at Heilig-Geist-Spital.
The TIM textiles and industry museum (Tu-Su 9-18, €4/3) in the old spinning factory at
Provinostraße 46 depicts European textile industries including multimedia presentations.
Take tram 64 from Moritzplatz.
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through agents such as Radstation Augsburg,
Halderstraße 29 (M-F 10-19, Sa 10-16) and
e-bike Center Augsburg, Luther-King-Straße
4 (Tu-F 13-18, Sa 9.30-14).
Car: Augsburg’s inner zone has environmental
restrictions on vehicle emissions and cars
displaying stickers for class 3 or 4 only
are allowed in an area defined broadly
by Dieselstraße in the north, the Lech,
Lechhauserstraße and Jakoberwallstraße
in the east, Schertlinstraße in the south
and Gögginger Straße, Rosenaustraße and
Donauwörther Straße in the west. For more
details on how to obtain stickers see the Car
section under the Transport - Urban menu at
the Raven Guides Germany main page.
Tours
A city walk is picked out on the English
version of the website www.augsburg.de. A
mobile phone tour guide to a dozen sights
(tel 089-2108332112 plus the sight number)
is available free apart from call charges. For
details select the ‘mobile phone tourist guide’
link on the tourist information website.
The Fugger tour (€3, www.fugger.de) of
associated sites must be booked a week in
advance and is expensive for groups less than
10. But it can also be followed by multilingual
information boards, starting at the Fuggerei,
with the information at the website, or with a
mobile audio guide.
A brochure picking out three colour-coded
main routes covering the Altstadt and parts
of the city walls, with some extensions, is
available at the tourist office.
Views
On a clear day the Perlachturm (Apr-Nov
M-Su 10-18, Dec F-Su 13-19, €1.50/1)
dominating Rathausplatz affords a view of the
Alps but presents a challenging climb.
Bastion Lueginsland at the north point of
the old city defences (see Altstadt) provides an
outlook in the leafless winter months.
Parks & gardens
For an oasis near the city centre go to the Rotes
Tor area, where quiet green areas (including a
herb garden) surround the old defences. Entry
is free. Take trams 2 or 13 from Moritzplatz.
More intimate still is the Hofgarten am
Fronhof at the Bischöfliche Residenz behind
the Dom St Maria, where there is an outdoor
bookcase in summer.
The Botanischer Garten day admission
(€3/2.50, families €5) includes a dozen
different areas including the pavilion. The
area is open daily (May-mid Aug 9-21, mid
Aug-mid Sep 9-20, mid Sep-mid Oct 9-18,
winter 9-17, Mar 9-18, Apr 9-19). Take bus 32
from Hauptbahnhof or Königsplatz and enter
from Dr-Ziegenspeck-Weg.
Zoo Augsburg is nearby on the same bus
line at Brehmplatz 1 (winter M-Su 9-16.30,
summer 9-18.30, €9/4.50).
Markets
Stadtmarkt Augsburg (M-F 7-18, Sa 7-14,
farmers’ market to 13.00) in Fuggerstraße
includes fresh produce, meats, fish, poultry,
baked goods and confections, a sushi bar, cafe
and beer garden.
The
Christkindlesmarkt
Christmas
market runs from late November to Christmas
Eve (M-Su 10-20), centred on the Rathausplatz
and stringing along nearby streets.

Food
A lively atmosphere rules at the Mexican
restaurant Enchilada Augsburg, Hallstraße 4
(Su-Th 18-1, F-Sa 18-2).
For pizza and pasta in a central location
at most hours there is Allegro (M-Th 10-23,
F-Su 10-24, Su 11-21), Maximilianstraße 31.
Bavarian and Swabian dishes are offered in
up-to-date surroundings at Cisa Restaurant
(Tu-Sa 10-24, Su 9-17) at Maximilianstraße
57 with lunch specials (Tu-F) around €7.
Meet & drink
The Maximilianstraße from Rathausplatz
south is lined with establishments with street
tables in summer. Refined taste in beverages,
cake and confections can be catered for
at Kaffeehaus Dichtl, Maximilianstraße
18, or Dichtl Café Confiserie, corner
Schrannenstraße and Bahnhofstraße (M-F
8-18.30, Sa 8-18, Su 9.30-18).
A more robust experience (also with menus
in English) is offered at Murdock’s Irish Pub,
Am Roten Tor 8 (M-Th 17-1, F-Sa 17-2, Su
11-24). During the day nothing is livelier than
the Stadtmarkt with its cafe and beer garden.

The Mozarthaus.

The tiny, now Orthodox
Galluskirchlein, where in
1519 Luther escaped
Augsburg, near the town
wall at Gallusbergle.

Venetian
inspiration
lies
behind the
brilliance
of the
ceiling in
the
Goldener
Saal of the
Rathaus.

PERFORMANCE
Theater Augsburg (www.theater-augsburg.de) with its two large halls is at KennedyPlatz. The ticket office (tel 0821-3244900) is open Tu-F 9-18.30, Sa 10-13, or about one
hour before evening performances. Concession tickets (cards must be shown) can be
purchased in advance at 30% discounts (down to €9). The program can be viewed online,
where tickets can also be booked.
The Augsburger Philharmoniker orchestra performs there two or three times a month
and the theatre is also home to the Ballett Augsburg. Seats for intimate downstairs
theatre performances in the Hofmannkeller can cost as little as €5.
Tickets for afternoon performances at the Augsburger Puppenkiste (www.augsburgerpuppenkiste.de) are available for €9.50-12.50 can be booked online. Shows are twice each
afternoon except Mondays.
Tickets for open-air musical theatre at Rotes Tor are also available, with seats in the
€17-45 range. Evening performances in June and July including opera and operetta. The
Kurhaustheater Göggingen hosts cabaret, comedy in the open air. Details are online at
www.parktheater.de.
The city holds a Brecht festival in January and February. German speakers can find a
full run-down of all Augsburg cultural pursuits with links at www.augsburg.de under the tag
‘Kultur’.

Accommodation
Prices in Augsburg can still be affected by
trade fairs and even Munich’s Oktoberfest
(late September to early October). To book
accommodation visit the city tourist website
(see above). To choose from a range of budget
rooms visit www.augsburg-pension.de.
Pension Herrenhäuser (tel 08213463173, www.pensionherrenhaeuser.online
.de) at Georgenstraße 6 is small but central
and has singles/doubles with breakfast at
€37/52-57 with full facilities and the offer of
WLAN access. Take tram 2 from Moritzplatz
to Fischertor.
Hotel Jakober Hof (tel 0821-510030) at
Jakober Straße 41 offers rooms in a family-run
hotel with one/two/three/four beds, shower and
shared toilet from €27/39/57/69 up including
breakfast, WLAN and parking. Rooms with
full facilities start at €49/64/80/94. Take tram
13 from Moritzplatz to Fuggerei.
Übernacht Hostel (tel 0821-45542828,
www.uebernacht-hostel.de) at Karlstraße 4
is a well-equipped private establishment in a
central position with bunk rooms (from €19),
small rooms (€21-36 per person) and separate
apartment accommodation nearby, price
depending on cleaning arrangements. WLAN
and washing machines are available. Take
tram 2 from Moritzplatz to Stadtwerke.
The Schlafhaus (tel 0176-64817471) is a
small pension-hostel just out of the old town
at Böheimstraße 3 with single/double/triple
rooms (€25/35/45, no breakfast included) with
shared bathroom and kitchen. Take bus 33
from Rotes Tor to Glaspalast.
Pension König (tel 0821-54016240,
pension-koenig.de.tl) at Derchinger Straße
2 is further from the city centre but offers
singles/doubles at €20-25/40-48 with shared
shower, without breakfast, as well as a double
apartment at €50. There is a common kitchen
and free parking available. Take bus 22 from
Hauptbahnhof (or tram 13 from Moritzplatz)
to Lechhausen Brücke, then bus 46 to
Derchinger Straße.
Also among the small hotels is Hotel
Langemarck (tel 0821-240930, www.hotellangemarck.de) at Langemarckstraße 36
west of the Oberhausen station, with singles/
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The Dom St Maria (open daily) at the north end of
Hoher Weg is the Catholic cathedral and claims some
of the oldest original stained glass windows in Europe.
The 10th and 11th century beginnings were Romanesque
and 14th century Gothic features were added. The oldest
footings on the site were Roman, including a baptismal
pit and the Roman road, and the foundation of an early
church is adjacent. There is a giant painting of
St Christopher and Holbein the elder left his mark on the
nave pillars. Behind is the former bishop’s
residence Fronhof, site of the 1530 affirmation of the
Augsburg Confession.

The Brechthaus (closed Mondays, see Museums
& Galleries) at Auf dem Rain 7 – Bertolt Brecht’s
birthplace – has an outside board that picks out other
Augsburg sites of significance in the dramatist’s early
life. The Schwarzer Rain canal runs outside, one of
the several city precincts where a bridge is at the front
door, completing a pleasant walking environment.

The Steinerner Mann statue in an outer tower niche on
the Schwedenweg defences behind St Stephan abbey
recalls the baker Konrad Hackher, who according to
legend ascended the wall during the 1634 imperial siege
with a loaf baked from sawdust to hurl into the moat and
trick the imperial army into believing food supplies were
holding in the starving city. He was gravely wounded in
one arm and later died but the besiegers soon left. Many
couples have since touched the iron nose of the
apparently composite statue for good luck. During the
1632 Swedish siege the attackers built the
Schwedenstiege path across the moat near the adjacent
steps.
The Fuggerei (Apr-Sep M-Su 8-20,
Oct-Mar M-Su 9-18) at the south end of
Jakobsplatz asks its retired tenants for only
peppercorn rents, to be home by 22.00 and
to give up three prayers daily for the
Fuggers. The €4/2 entry includes the
museum (with plaque to Mozart’s
great-grandfather – see Museums &
Galleries), air-raid bunker, an apartment
and the Markuskirche. A detailed pamphlet
is available in English. Outside is the
Neptunbrunnen and nearby in Jakoberstraße
is the medieval Jakobskirche. Take tram 13
from Moritzplatz to Jakobsplatz.

doubles with full facilities and breakfast buffet
from €49/69 including parking and WLAN.
Take tram 13 from Moritzplatz or Oberhausen
to Heimgarten.
Pension Märkl (tel 0821-791499, www.
pension-maerkl.de) at Schillstraße 20 is near
hostel standard but there are singles/doubles
with shared toilets (€24-26/42-46) or all
facilities (€29/46-48) as well as a small threebed room (€57). A good breakfast is €2.50 per
person extra and there is secure provision for
bicycles. Take bus 22 from Hauptbahnhof to
Fraunhoferstraße or tram 13 from Moritzplatz
to Lechhausen Brücke.
Sleps Jugendherberge & Gästehaus
Living Cube (tel 0821-7808890, www.sleps
.de) has a recently established official DJH
hostel at Unterer Graben 6 with two-bed
(with shower and toilet) or four-bed (shared
facilities) rooms (€24.50-25.50 or €20-21 with
breakfast, guests over 26 pay 7% extra). There
are also single/double guest rooms in three
price categories (€40/57, €49/69 and €70/89,
all with breakfast). Half or full pension is also
available and reception is open daily 6.300.30. Internet access is by PC. Take tram 13
from Moritzplatz to Barfüßerbrücke.
From the big chains with standard basics
there are three Ibis options near the station
and the B&B Hotel Augsburg. The Ibis
Augsburg Hauptbahnhof (tel 0821-50160)
is to the right and opposite the Hauptbahnhof
exit at Halderstraße 25 with singles/doubles
at summer rates from €59 with breakfast
and WLAN in the room extra if desired. The
Ibis Hotel Königsplatz (tel 0821-50310)
at Hermanstraße 25 has a similar offer. Turn
right at the station exit, follow Halderstraße
past the Ibis Hauptbahnhof and turn right at
Hermanstraße.
The Ibis Budget Augsburg City (tel 082190898870) at Holzbachstraße 2A has standard
singles/doubles from €43/49 including WLAN
with breakfast €6 per person extra. The walk
is about 20 minutes under the railway lines
then north-west from the main exit of the
Hauptbahnhof (or take bus 32 to Am Alten
Hesselbach).
The B&B Hotel Augsburg (tel 0821498120) at Haunstetter Straße 68 offers singles/
doubles from €52/62 including WLAN with
breakfast buffet extra. Summer-deal singles
are €46.80. Take tram 2 from Moritzplatz or
Rotes Tor to Berufschule.

Within sight of the Fuggerei is the powerful
15th-century Jakober Tor and the central point of the
extended Jakobervorstadt defences, on Jakoberstraße. A
surviving section of wall is followed by the later
residences attached. The Swedes entered here in 1632.
Take tram 13 from Moritzplatz. Defences further north on
Untere Jakobermauer include the more ornate
Fünfgratturm (1454) at Gänsbühl with its five (‘finger’)
towers, largely hidden from the south side by summer
foliage and a favourite place of the young Brecht.
The Madonna with Child in many
styles is Augsburg’s leading motif for
corner building niches and a feature of
many southern German cities.
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